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QUANTIFYING THE COST OF
DRONE-RELATED THREATS IN NEW ZEALAND
Andrew V. Shelley1
This article provides initial estimates of the most significant threats from drones
in New Zealand. An economic approach is adopted with risks expressed as an expected annual cost, which is consistent with the adoption of a cost-benefit framework for policy development. It will be demonstrated that the expected annual
cost of drone misuse are greater than that of a mass shooting, with the risks in the
prison system alone exceeding the expected cost of a mass shooting. The expected
annual cost of a terror attack exceeds that of the risks to the aviation industry.
However current government proposals for registration of drones and licensing of
pilots will do little to address the potential threats, which generally - though not
exclusively - arise from individuals who have no intention of complying with the
law. Indeed, it seems unlikely that the Ministry of Transport’s proposed policies
will be effective in countering the most significant threats - those policies are likely
to cost more than the risk that they might avert. Consequently there is a need to
develop a strategy for countering the misuse of drones by those engaged in illegal
activities.
Keywords: Drones, Unmanned Aerial Systems, risk analysis, terrorism

Introduction
While drones – more formally known as Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) – are
acknowledged as having potential to provide considerable economic benefit, like all
technology they can be misused, potentially resulting in events such as disruption to
air traffic, interruptions to power supplies, injury to people, privacy violations, trespass,
1
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and terrorism. All of these events adversely affect wellbeing and security broadly
defined. For any given instance of misuse, the misuse could variously be unintentional,
negligent, or intentional. Some intentional misuse could result in a criminal harm,
such as endangering transport;1 negligent and intentional misuse could also result
in civil harms such as an interference with the privacy of an individual.2 While these
three categorisations of unintentional, negligent, and intentional imply different legal
responses, from a security perspective the reason why an adverse event occurred does
not reduce the impact of that event. The analysis that follows focuses on what might
be broadly considered to be security related threats. The legal issues and potential
responses to the civil harms of trespass and privacy are not considered here and have
been dealt with elsewhere.3
The Ministry of Transport (MOT) recently proposed a package of measures such as
mandatory education, registration of drones, rule changes, as well as potential for
geo-awareness and remote identification of drones at a future time,4 contending that
these proposals will effectively address the misuse of drones.5 It is argued here that
the MOT’s proposals will only be effective for those individuals who choose to comply
with the proposed regulations, and will not be effective against criminal harm. New
Zealand has seen this same situation arise with firearms reform: law-abiding firearms
owners complied with the reforms, while criminal gangs retained prohibited firearms
and the pre-existing growth in the level of firearms-related crime has continued unabated.6 Furthermore, while providing indicative estimates of the costs of similar regulatory
measures in other jurisdictions, the MOT does not provide any quantitative estimate of
either the costs of misuse or the purported benefits of the proposed reforms. This article
therefore develops quantitative estimates of the cost of misuse of drones, which then
provides a foundation to assess whether proposed policy interventions are justified, and
whether alternative strategies might be required to counter misuse. Even if the MOT
proposals were 100% effective in preventing these threats, the expected benefits from
them will be significantly less than their likely cost.
New Zealand currently has no legislation that enables effective action against drones
being utilised in criminal or security-sensitive activities. The Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC 2021) Bill would have temporarily remedied this situation for the
duration of the APEC 2021 events, with the Bill providing Police with: powers to seize,
detain, and take control of a drone; the power to “disable or destroy” a drone “or prevent it from taking off, by any means” (emphasis added) including the use of electronic
counter-measures;7 powers to require a pilot to land a drone or “stop or limit any activity that may cause a risk to security”;8 providing Police with powers to request identifying details of a drone pilot.9 However, the Bill was withdrawn when the physical visits
by dignitaries to New Zealand as part of APEC 2021 were cancelled due to covid-19. In
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September 2021 a new Civil Aviation Bill was introduced to Parliament10 that provides
a “response officer” with similar powers to those in the APEC 2021 Bill.11 It is unclear
when the Bill will have passed its second and third readings and pass into law.
This article develops an estimate of the expected annual economic cost of the identified
risks. Framing risk as expected annual economic cost has strong linkages with quantitative risk assessment. The assessment of risks based on likelihood and consequence (or
severity) is a standard aspect of modern risk assessment, with the interaction between
likelihood and consequence often expressed as a risk matrix.12 A risk matrix provides a
shorthand way of establishing the actions that should be taken in respect of a risk, and
particularly whether an activity should be able to proceed. However, the validity of the
risk matrix approach relies on an objective calibration of the risk levels in the matrix,
and does not generally provide an estimate of the level of resources that should be committed to address an identified threat. The economic approach is also concerned with
likelihood (or expected frequency of the event) and consequence, but the consequence
is expressed in monetary terms if it is possible to do so. The advantage of this approach
is that there is a direct indication of the maximum level of resources that should be
committed to mitigate or control the risk. If the cost of the controls is less than the
expected risk then implementing the controls will make society better off (i.e., it is relatively efficient to implement the controls), but if the cost of controls is greater than the
expected risk then the control will make society worse off (and hence it is inefficient to
implement the controls).
In the national security context a more nuanced view of risk can be obtained by calculating risk as the product of (a) the probability of a particular threat, (b) the probability
of an attack’s success given that it occurs,13 and (c) the consequence of a successful
attack.14 This study is concerned not just with an `attack’, which suggests an intent to
cause harm or damage, but also with other events that may adversely affect security. For
example, an individual who ignorantly or negligently flies in airspace near an airport
in a location that causes a hazard to aircraft is not conducting an attack, but they are
threatening safety and security. Thus, to better capture the range of potential events I
use the term `threat event’ rather than `attack’.
This paper proceeds as follows: the next section briefly summarises relevant literature
on the nature of drone-related risks. The methodology used for quantifying the risks
is then described. The methodology assesses the expected frequency of events, using
broad but intuitive ranges for how often an event is likely to occur and for how often the
event is likely to result in a loss. Cost estimates are provided for each identified risk. The
results of the analysis are presented and briefly discussed. The article concludes with
some commentary on the results in the context of the potential costs of implementing
a drone registration system.
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Threat Identification
The risk that appears to be of greatest concern to regulators is a collision between a
drone and a crewed aircraft carrying passengers. The MOT suggests that a reduction
in airspace incursions - which could lead to a mid-air collision - is one of the primary benefits of their proposed reforms.15 However, a RAND Corporation study in 2020
identified sixteen other `threat vectors’ from small drones, few of which are directly
related to aviation.16
Of the sixteen threat vectors identified in the RAND study, the authors of that study
identify the highest risk as: intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); conveyance of items into restricted areas; kamikaze explosive attack (an attack which destroys
the drone conveying the explosive); and a Chemical, Biological or Radioactive (CBR)
attack. That risk assessment will not necessarily translate directly to New Zealand, with
at least some of the threat vectors likely to be less a risk in New Zealand. The discussion
that follows here first considers aviation risks, and then considers non-aviation risks.
This discussion concludes with a summary of the threats to be evaluated in the risk
assessment.
Aviation Risks
In the event of a collision between an aircraft with people on board and a drone, a range
of damage could occur to the aircraft, some of which will be survivable, and some of
which might not. Simulation results suggest that a 3.6kg drone could fracture the turbine blades of a jet aircraft, rapidly destroying the entire engine.17 This is known as an
“uncontained engine failure”. While such an event is rare, it can cause significant structural damage to an aircraft. Incidents on the ground have resulted in catastrophic fire,18
but because they are on the ground such incidents allow people to escape. Uncontained
engine failures have also occurred with aircraft in flight, some of which have resulted in
fatalities. For example, in 2018 South West Airlines Flight 1380, a Boeing 737, suffered
an uncontained engine failure in flight.19 Fragments from the engine struck the wing,
fuselage, and broke a cabin window. The resulting depressurisation pulled a passenger
partially out of the aircraft. That passenger later died, while eight others were injured.
Conversely, there are also examples of uncontained engine failures inflight where there
have been no fatalities, such as when an Airbus A380 operated by Qantas suffered an
uncontained engine failure over Batam Island on 4 November 2010.20 Although there
was damage to the aircraft, there were no injuries and no fatalities. Another example
is United Airlines flight 328, which experienced an uncontained engine failure on 20
February 2021, resulting in no injuries or fatalities.21
A study in 2017 considered the effects of a mid-air collision between a drone and a conventional aircraft.22 The study reportedly established that airliner windscreens certified
against bird strike could be “substantially damaged” in an impact with a drone, but they
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“could retain integrity during impacts with drones up to speeds typically flown during
the aircraft landing and later stages of the approach”. At higher altitudes and speeds
complete structural failure of the windscreen could occur with a 4 kilogram quadcopter. There do not appear to have been any actual collisions between drone and airline
windscreens to validate these results. A search of the database of accident statistics
maintained by the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) reveals no accidents involving a collision between a drone and a manned aircraft in the 10 year period
2010-2019.23 The Aviation Herald website reports four potential collisions between a
drone and an airliner in the period since 2014. Two of those collisions were later reclassified; one was possibly a plastic bag,24 while the other saw the aircraft damaged, but
this was attributed to a maintenance error and there was no drone involved.25 In the
remaining two collisions the aircraft suffered only superficial damage.26
The 2017 study also analysed the effect of a drone collision with helicopter windscreens
not certified against bird strike. Such windscreens were shown to have a “low resistance” to all classes of drone tested, including those as light as 400g. This potential was
confirmed in January 2021 when a Bell Jet Ranger helicopter operated by the Chilean
Navy collided with a DJI Mavic drone (less than 1kg in weight).27 In this incident the
pilot was uninjured but a passenger sitting in the rear seat received facial injuries.
The impact against the windscreen of a light aircraft (such as a Cessna 172) is likely
to be the same as for a helicopter windscreen, but to date there have been no reported
collisions involving a light aircraft windscreen. On 10 August 2021 in Toronto there
was a collision between a Cessna 172 operated by a flight training school and a drone
operated by local Police.28 Elsewhere it was reported that the drone was a DJI Matrice
210,29 which has a maximum weight of 6.14kg,30 with the actual weight depending on
the camera fitted. The aircraft suffered damage to the propeller and the lower nose cone,
but was able to safely continue with the landing that was being executed at the time.
The 2017 study also examined drone strike against helicopter tail rotors and concluded
that “they would be vulnerable to impacts with all types of drones”.31 Loss of tail rotor
in a helicopter can in some instances result in severe spinning of the helicopter and in
any event requires an autorotative emergency landing.32 Contrary to these relatively
dire warnings, the record suggests that collisions are not necessarily fatal, nor even
necessarily result in injuries. On 21 September 2017 a DJI Phantom 4 drone collided
with a US Army-operated Sikorsky UH-60M Black Hawk helicopter patrolling restricted airspace imposed during the United Nations General Assembly in New York.33 The
helicopter suffered a 1.5 inch dent on the leading edge of one of the main rotor blades,
but continued flying and the pilot did not notice any change in handling; the Phantom
4 was destroyed. On 4 December 2019 an object collided with an AS-350 B2 helicopter
over Los Angeles, damaging the horizontal stabiliser and tail rotor.34 The impacting
object was not recovered, but laboratory analysis suggests that the object was consistent
with the size, shape, and construction of a DJI Phantom drone. Of note, the pilot made
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a precautionary landing only because of the noise of the impact but did not notice any
change in handling. In February 2020 the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
were utilising an AS350 B3 helicopter and two FLIR SkyRanger drones to monitor a
protest over a natural gas pipeline when the helicopter and one of the drones collided.35
The helicopter suffered damage to the main rotor, resulting in vibration, so the pilot
executed an emergency landing. Subsequent inspection showed superficial damage to
the tail rotor. There were no injuries or fatalities. On 18 September 2020 a man in Los
Angeles hit the underside of a police helicopter with a drone,36 reportedly damaging
the helicopter’s “nose, antenna and bottom cowlings”.37 Again there were no injuries or
fatalities, and nor is it apparent that the helicopter was unsafe to fly.
Image 1: Matrice 600 drone explodes in failed attempt to assassinate President Maduro.38

In contrast to the limited number of collisions between a drone and a helicopter, there
are many examples of ‘air proximity’ events where a drone was in close proximity to
a helicopter but no collision occurred. For example, on 9 April 2018, operations at
RNZAF Whenuapai were suspended when a drone came within 60m of a helicopter
flying at 3,000ft above ground level.39 In October 2018 a drone was reported passing
close to the Auckland Westpac Rescue Helicopter.40 In the first hour of 2019 a drone
came within 10m of the Police `Eagle’ helicopter “at just under 1400 feet” over central
Auckland. The helicopter pilot took evasive action and the Eagle helicopter operations
were suspended for the rest of the night.41 Another helicopter pilot reported encountering three drones over central Auckland while filming the New Year’s fireworks display.42
Thus, while many near miss events have been reported, there have been very few actual
collisions and no fatalities.
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Non-Aviation Risks
Electric Power Infrastructure

Electric power infrastructure, particularly overhead power lines and outdoor switch
yards, are vulnerable in the event of a drone crash. Careless rather than malicious use
of small drones has resulted in power outages of varying severity. In 2015 a drone photographing commercial property in Whangarei, New Zealand, crashed into overhead
electricity lines “causing a power cut to about 200 properties and the loss of at least 1000
man-hours of productivity for the businesses affected”.43 Approximately one month later
a drone crashed into power lines in Los Angeles, causing a power outage to approximately 700 people and lasting about 4.5 hours.44 In June 2017 a drone crashed into high
voltage power lines causing a power outage to approximately 1,600 people for about 2
hours.45 In August 2017, a drone crashed into a power line in Moore, Oklahoma, causing a power outage, a small fire, and damaging two cars.46
Image 2: Done referred to in Note 47. The article includes a very detailed description
and sourcing.47
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Conveyance of Contraband

Small drones have been used to deliver contraband - particularly drugs, weapons, and
mobile phones - to prisons in the United Kingdom,48 the United States,49 and Australia.50
In the United Kingdom, it was reported that 120 drones were seized flying contraband
into prisons over a 23 month period.51 In Florida, a DJI Phantom drone was recovered
delivering 24 mobile phones to a prison.52 In Australia, 177 drone deliveries to Victorian prisons were reported in 2020.53 More recently, a drone was reported delivering
cigarettes to a quarantine hotel in Queensland,54 an activity that also has the potential
to enable covid-19 to escape from quarantine into the community.
Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance (ISR) and Espionage

As a flying visual surveillance device, drones are ideally suited to being used for ISR.
Such ISR could potentially be used for corporate espionage, countersurveillance against
law enforcement operations, or by criminals to obtain intelligence prior to burglaries,
and it could also compromise national security.
In the national security context, a drone could be used for ISR where imagery is desired
that cannot be readily obtained from satellites, without having to negotiate physical
access controls. Recently in three separate incidents in Key West, Florida, a total of four
Chinese students were arrested after photographing antenna installations and other infrastructure on US military bases. On 26 September 2018, 20 year old Chinese student
Zhao Qianli was arrested after photographing buildings and antenna installations at
US Naval Air Station Key West.55 Fifteen months later, on 26 December 2019, 27 year
old Chinese PhD student Lyuyou Liao was arrested after photographing satellite dishes
and antenna on a Key West military installation.56 A few days later, on 4 January 2020,
Yuhao Wang and Jielun Zhang, both Masters students aged 24, were arrested photographing `military infrastructure’ at US Naval Air Station Key West.57 In each of these
three cases the individuals had initially bypassed physical access controls, but were nevertheless apprehended. Had they had a drone it would have enabled the imagery to be
obtained with a much lower risk of discovery.
Drones have been used to conduct numerous unauthorised flights over French nuclear plants,58 raising questions about whether the flights were a pre-cursor to groundbased attack.59 While such attacks did not eventuate, these flights highlight the ease with
which drones might be used to obtain information on the security at what might be
considered “critical infrastructure”. Drones can be used for counter-surveillance during
law enforcement operations, particularly in locations where it might not be possible
to install surveillance cameras. Unsurprisingly, there are few accounts of when drones
have been used in this manner, as it is unlikely that law enforcement would want to
publicise this fact. However, in 2018 the FBI reported that a criminal gang used drones
to disrupt an observation post set up as part of a hostage rescue mission.60
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Similarly, although it is suspected that drones are increasingly used for reconnaissance
prior to burglaries, there are few accounts where this has been proven. Suspicions of
drones being used for such pre-burglary reconnaissance have been held since 2015,
albeit mostly evidence has been circumstantial.61. For example, in June 2021 a farm
was burgled in Matamata, New Zealand, approximately a week after nearby residents
reported a drone flying in the area.62 Following recent concerns in North Otago about
drones being used to `scope’ homes for burglaries, in early August 2021 a police officer
commented publicly that there had never been any cases in New Zealand where the
link between drones and burglaries had been confirmed.63 Similar comments about the
lack of an evidential link between drones and farm burglaries were made by Police
in North Wales, United Kingdom, in February 2021.64 Conversely, in Oregon in 2019,
when reviewing security camera footage after a burglary, the owner of a food-truck
saw a drone in close proximity shortly before a burglar cut the locks to the vehicle.65 In
March 2021 the Sheriff of McLennan County, Waco, announced the arrest of a group
of seven people who had “admitted to using a drone to scope out houses, find security
cameras around the property and check to see if the victims were at home.”66
Although there may not be any confirmed links between drones and burglaries in New
Zealand, an example that provides a cross-over between ISR (discussed here) and terror
attacks (discussed in the next subsection), is Brenton Tarrant’s use of a drone to conduct a reconnaissance flight over the Al Noor Mosque some 10 weeks prior to the mass
shooting.67 However, there is no publicly available information to suggest whether or
not the intelligence gained from that reconnaissance aided Tarrant’s planning.
Bombing and Terror Attacks

The Syrian civil war and the subsequent war against ISIS in Syria and Iraq has seen
the use of small drones to drop improvised explosives and grenades.68 However, the
planned use of drones by non-state insurgent groups pre-dates the Syrian civil war.
Robert Bunker reports that al-Qaida leaders had considered using drones equipped
with improvised explosive devices since before 2001.69 These uses of drones highlighted
concerns that similar attacks could be conducted in the West.70 In August 2018, two
drones with on-board explosives were used in an attempt to assassinate President Maduro of Venezuela.71 In October of that year, the Director of the FBI stated in testimony
before the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee that:72
The FBI assesses that, given their retail availability, lack of verified identification
requirement to procure, general ease of use, and prior use overseas, [drones] will
be used to facilitate an attack in the United States against a vulnerable target,
such as a mass gathering. This risk has only increased in light of the publicity
associated with the apparent attempted assassination of Venezuelan President
Maduro.
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Underscoring the realistic nature of this threat, in September 2019 a man in Pennsylvania was arrested for allegedly using a drone to drop explosive devices on his ex-girlfriend’s house.73 In New Zealand, Shelley and Jackson have demonstrated that a DJI
Phantom drone can be easily and cheaply adapted to drop an `Airsoft’ compressed air
grenade,74 which could be replaced with a genuine IED. However, even in its current
form, the Airsoft grenade makes a loud noise which could be used to induce panic in
a crowd. Crowds have been shown to panic with noises generated from causes as innocuous as a person stepping on and popping a drink bottle75 and a falling sign.76 This
suggests that the simulated device is suitable for use as a diversion device or for causing
panic in a crowd .
As an example of dual-use technology associated with drones, incendiary systems exist
for starting prescribed fires and back burns for managing wildfires. The Ignis system
drops spheres of anti-freeze for the purpose of starting prescribed fires for the management of wildfires.77 The spheres are the size of a ping-pong ball and a pre-filled with potassium permanganate. The release mechanism inject the spheres with anti-freeze prior
to release, with the spheres catching fire after hitting the ground. A simpler example is
the WASP flamethrower with 7.6m range.78 These commercially available systems have
clearly beneficial uses in controlling wildfires, but equally could be weaponised.
Image 3: Flamethrower drone. Source: Throwflame.79
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Drones can also be used as the agent for dispersal of biological and chemical weapons. In early 1994 the Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo attempted to use a remote-control
helicopter to deliver the nerve agent sarin against a target,80 although the helicopter
crashed during testing81 and Aum Shinrikyo ultimately decided to release the sarin gas
on the Tokyo subway. Modern drones designed to spray agrichemicals are relatively
easy to use and are a more practicable delivery method than Aum Shinrikyo’s helicopter. The 2020 RAND study includes a hypothetical case study where drones are used
to disperse the neurotoxic pesticide phenylsilatrane over the crowd at a Super Bowl
game.82 Phenylsilatrane does not appear to be readily available in New Zealand, but
there are other toxic chemicals which could be manufactured or purchased. Reflecting
Aum Shinrikyo’s original plans, it is possible that Sarin could be manufactured and then
dispersed by drones, although precursor chemicals are heavily regulated in New Zealand. Alternatively, it would be more straightforward to manufacture ricin and disperse
that via a drone. Another possible chemical payload is 1080 solution, which could be
purchased with a Controlled Substances Licence, or alternatively obtained via burglary.
Magnesium Phosphide pellets could be dispensed via a drone with a topdressing attachment, decomposing on contact with water to produce phosphine, which is a highly
flammable and acutely toxic gas.83 Drones capable of agrichemical dispersal have a wide
price range, but lower quality drones that might not last more than a few months in
commercial spraying operations are readily available via mail order from China for less
than NZ $5,000.
Summary
Based on the discussion above, the drone threats likely to be of particular relevance in
New Zealand are:
• Collision with aircraft, causing damage or fatalities;
• Using explosives to damage or disrupt power supply and oil & gas
facilities’
• Delivery of IEDs, either at a mass event or against a specific target;
• Incendiary attack, especially at a mass event;
• Causing disruption to airports;
• Causing panic by dropping inert or noise-maker devices;
• Counter-surveillance during Police operations such as raids related to organised crime and drugs such as methamphetamine;
• Surveillance prior to or during burglary;
• Surveillance in areas of commercial or national security sensitivity;
• Creating a diversion to enable other direct action to occur;
• Delivery of contraband to secure sites including prisons and quarantine
facilities;
• Delivery of electronic listening devices to otherwise impossible to reach
locations; and
• Chemical or biological attack at mass event.
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Methodology
General Approach

The risk arising from a specific threat can be expressed as:84
Risk = Frequency x P(Success) x Consequence (1)

where Risk is the expected annual cost of the threat, Frequency is the number of threat
events expected to happen annually, P(Success) is the probability of a threat event’s
success given that it occurs, and Consequence is the estimated cost of a successful threat
event in dollars.
On the basis of news reports, it is possible to assess the relative frequency of events if
not the actual frequency. For the analysis presented here, frequency is assessed as daily,
weekly, monthly, annually, or once-per-decade. To allow for uncertainty in these estimates assumed ranges are shown in Table 1. As an example, an event with a frequency
of “monthly” is expected to occur twelve times per year, but has a range of between
three and 21 times per year. In all cases a rectangular (uniform) distribution is assumed,
so that the expected number of events is the simple average of the minimum and maximum.
Table 1: Events per Year based on Relative Frequency.
Frequency

Minimum

Maximum

Expected

Decade

0.025

0.175

0.1

Annual

0.25

1.75

1

Monthly

3

21

12

Weekly

13

91

52

91.25

638.75

365

Daily

Estimating the probability of success is necessarily subjective, but again it is possible
to rely on news reports to obtain an indication of relative likelihood for many of the
events. Recognising the subjective nature of these estimated probabilities I utilise four
broad categories of `low’ (zero to 20 percent), `medium’ (above 20 percent but less than
50 percent), `high’ (above 50 percent but less than 80 percent), and `almost certain’
(above 80 percent). Again a rectangular distribution is assumed.
The combination of the number of threat events expected to happen annually (Table 1)
and the probability of the threat event’s success yields the number of successful events
per year shown in Table 2. The expected number of successful events per year is the
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product of the expected number of threat events and the expected probability of success. Although the expected number of threat events and the expected probability of
success are both assumed to be the mid-point of a rectangular distributions, the expected number of successful events per year will be in the lower half of the range of
successful events. Consider, for example, the first row of Table 2 which shows a daily
event with a medium probability of success. The minimum estimate of the number of
successful events is 91.25 threat events x 20 percent success = 18.25 successful events.
The maximum estimate of the number of successful events is 638.75 threat events x 50
percent success = 319.375 successful events. The midpoint of this range is 168.8 successful events per year.85 However, the expected number of successful events is 365 threat
events x 35 percent success = 127.75 successful events per year,86 which is less than the
midpoint of the range. Relying on the mid-point of the successful events range overstates the number of successful events per year.
Table 2: Expected number of successful events per year based on the frequency of threat
events and probability of success.
Frequency

P(Success)

Successful Events per Year
Range

daily

medium

weekly

Expected

18.25 - 319.38

127.75

almost certain

10.4 - 91.0

46.8

daily

low

0.0 - 127.8

36.5

weekly

high

6.5 - 72.8

33.8

weekly

medium

2.6 - 45.5

18.2

monthly

almost certain

2.4 - 21.0

10.8

monthly

high

1.5 - 16.8

7.8

weekly

low

0.0 - 18.2

5.2

monthly

medium

0.6 - 10.5

4.2

monthly

low

0.0 - 4.2

1.2

annual

almost certain

0.2 - 1.75

0.9

annual

high

0.13 - 1.4

0.65

annual

medium

0.05 - 0.88

0.35

annual

low

0.00 - 0.35

0.10

decade

almost certain

0.02 - 0.175

0.09

decade

high

0.013 - 0.14

0.065

decade

medium

0.005 - 0.088

0.035

decade

low

0.000 - 0.035

0.010
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Consequence: The Cost of Fatalities and Injuries
Consequences from a threat event could include the costs of responding to the event,
costs of delay or disruption, lost production, damage to equipment or aircraft, fatalities
and injuries. To aid comparison across the different consequences, all of these consequences can be expressed in dollar terms. For fatalities it is appropriate to use the value
of a statistical life (VOSL) of $4.42 million per fatality as used by MOT for estimating
the social cost of death and injury from transport accidents across transport modes.87
The same source also estimates the social cost of serious injuries from road crashes as
$467,700, and minor injuries as $25,300, both of which include estimates of the value
of loss of life quality, loss of economic productivity, and the use of medical and other
resources.88
Estimates by type of Threat
Threats to Aviation

Risks to aviation include disruption of flights, collision with an aircraft causing fatalities, and collision with an aircraft causing damage to the aircraft. In the event of
drone-related disruptions it appears that NZ airports are closed for a period of approximately 15 minutes.89 Preston Davies and Murray estimate the Value of Travel Time
(VoTT) per hour for domestic air travellers in NZ as “NZ$57.02 for personal travel
and NZ$81.30 for business travel” (2015/16 dollars).90 Applying an “unexpected delay”
factor of 3.5 VoTT for personal travel and 5.6 VoTT for business travel, and assuming
a ratio of 50% personal and 50% business travel then produces a delay cost of $327.43
per passenger per hour. For the 2019 calendar year Auckland Airport reported a total
of 9,534,492 domestic passenger movements,91 which equates to an average 1,687 domestic passenger movements per hour (assuming a 15.5 hour day). A single 15 minute
delay therefore has average delay costs of $138,000. Actual costs could be twice this at
peak time, and will also include additional fuel burn for delayed aircraft. For this analysis, the low estimate of costs is assumed $138,00 per event; the high estimate of costs
is assumed $276,000 per event.
If a drone damages an airline engine or cockpit windscreen, then the aircraft may be
required to return to the departure airport or - if sufficiently far en-route - divert to
a different airport and passengers may be delayed for several hours. Alternative road
transport may be required, which could easily be in the order of a 2-3 hour road trip.
Costs will therefore include the delay cost for the passengers and the cost of replacing
the damaged aircraft component. A reasonable upper bound estimate of the cost of lost
travel time can be derived by assuming an Airbus A-320 operated by Air New Zealand with a full load of 171 passengers,92 delayed for 3 hours. Applying the delay cost
of $327.43 per passenger per hour produces a total delay cost of $167,972. Given the
results of the 2017 study discussed earlier,93 it is possible that damage could occur to
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an airline windscreen in the event of a frontal impact. One public source estimates the
cost of a Boeing 737 windscreen as “around [US]$26,000”.94 It is reasonable to assume a
cost of a similar order of magnitude for the windscreen of an A320. If an engine is damaged and requires replacing, with the cost of a partially used replacement engine for
the A-320 in the order of US$1.75m to US$3m,95 which at an exchange rate of 0.7 USD:NZD is NZ$2.5 to NZ$5.0m. Note that it is unlikely that both a cockpit windscreen
and an engine would be damaged, with a drone likely to impact either the windscreen
or the engine. However, in this analysis these two events are treated as independent,
which allows for the possibility of multiple drones with one hitting the windscreen and
one ingested into the engine. Costs will differ from this for a small aircraft. Smaller aircraft with from 4 to 6 people on board may be less likely to have survivors in the event
of a crash. The cost of an aircraft loss is estimated as US$165,000 for a Cessna 172.96
As discussed earlier, a crash is unlikely for an airliner, with modern twin-engine aircraft
being designed to fly on one engine and examples of aircraft being able to continue to fly
with an uncontained engine failure. However, there have been examples already mentioned where the uncontained engine failure has ruptured the fuselage of the aircraft
and a passenger has died. Treating engine failure and fatalities as independent events
allows for the possibility, although remote, that both outcomes might occur.
The last remaining estimate required for threats to aviation is that of frequencies for the
various scenarios considered. On review of the evidence presented the likely frequency
of an event that could cause disruption to flights is monthly, with a medium probability
of success. The likely frequency of a collision with an aircraft causing fatalities is judged
to be a once-per-decade event with a low probability of success. Collision with an aircraft causing engine damage and collision with an aircraft causing windscreen damage
are both judged to be an annual event with a low probability of success. Given that
these last two events are not documented to have ever occurred anywhere in the world,
it could be argued that the assumed frequency is too high; this is perhaps mitigated
by the assumed low probability of success, and will also result in a conservatively high
estimate of cost.
IEDs, Incendiaries, and CBR

A modification to the above estimate of frequency is required where there are closely
related events. In particular, given the documentary record, it appears that there is a
low likelihood of a drone attack either at a mass event or as a specifically targeted event.
Using the scale in Table 2, the frequency is assessed as likely to be once per decade.
However, this once-per-decade event could be an IED attack causing fatalities, it could
be an IED attack resulting in injuries, it could be an incendiary attack, or it could be a
CBR attack. Counting each of these potential types of attack as a once-per-decade event
then results in in one of these events occurring, on average, once every 2.5 years and
thus greatly overstates the risk.
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To better account for the risk an event tree is used as shown in Figure 1. From the top
node of the tree an attack either occurs or it does not occur. An attack occurs once-perdecade, so the annual frequency is F = 0.1 events. The attack is either a CBR attack, IED
attack, or incendiary attack. Assume that due to the relative difficulty of obtaining the
chemicals for a CBR attack there is a 10 percent probability of the attack being a CBR
attack. In the event of an IED attack, the result could be some combination of fatalities,
injuries, and disruption. All three could occur simultaneously, and allow for a separate
probability of success for each. Give the current documentary record, the probability of
success is low for fatalities, medium for injuries, and high for disruption.
Figure 1. Event tree for IED, Incendiary, and CBR attack.

Interruption to Electric Power Supply

As discussed earlier in this article, disruption to electricity supply by small drones is
an event that has occurred, both in New Zealand and elsewhere. All of the examples
discussed were unintentional, but more significant power outages could arise with a
well-planned intentional attack. The economic cost of an interruption to electric power
supply is measured by the “Value of Lost Load” (VOLL). Transpower estimates values
of VOLL for individual substations, calculated from the actual electrical load at the
substation and estimated VOLL by customer type, time of day, and season. The estimated per-substation VOLL ranges from $11.00/kWh for a substation that has a primarily residential load to $43.00/kWh for a substation that has a primarily agricultural
load.97 MBIE reports that for the calendar year 2020 average electricity demand was
18,484 kilowatt hours (kWh) per “Installation Control Point” (ICP), across all customer
types.98 A property will have a minimum of one ICP per separately metered tenant. For
an outage of one hour the average quantity of electricity not consumed over that period
is 1,214.55 kWh/ICP. If a one-hour outage affects 200 ICPs then the total foregone consumption is 242,911kWh and the economic cost of this lost load is between $2.7 mil-
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lion and $10.4 million. Using residential average annual consumption of 7,230 kWh/
ICP and the low estimate of VOLL, the cost reduces to $1.0 million. Using commercial
average annual consumption of 48,717 kWh/ICP and the high estimate of VOLL, the
cost increases to $27.5 million. Given these estimates, the low estimate of the cost of a
loss of supply event is set at $1.0 million and the high estimate is set at $27.5 million.
Panic at mass events

Panic at a mass event has the potential to result in multiple fatalities and injuries. At
a mass event panic could arise from an IED attack, an incendiary attack, dropping a
noise maker device for the specific purpose of causing panic, and using a spray drone to
disperse a chemical agent or biological toxin. Hsieh et al. analyse 215 reported human
stampede events from 1980 to 2007, developing fatality and injury rates for a subset of
133 events that had estimated numbers of participants.99 The fatality rate for developed
countries had a median of 0 fatalities per 100,000 participants, with an inter-quartile
range of 0 to 7 fatalities. The median injury rate for developed countries was 39 injured
persons per 100,000 participants, with an inter-quartile range of 21 to 57 injured persons. To convert these rates to an absolute number of fatalities and injuries requires an
estimate of the crowd size. A capacity crowd at Eden Park is approximately 50,000,100
which implies 0 to 3.5 fatalities and 11.5 to 28.5 injured persons in the event of a panic-induced stampede.
Diversion allowing other action

Creating a diversion to enable other direct action to occur is a location- and situation-specific event. We might hypothesise that such an event could occur in response
to a Police raid on organised crime or suspected terrorist facilities. Alternatively, such
an event might be linked to terrorist action itself. In the first instance, such diversion
may simply create space for the criminal(s) to escape, but to count as a diversion that
allows other “direct action” to occur necessarily implies action that at a minimum will
cause material damage and potentially an increased probability of loss of life. This study
assumes that the likely consequence ranges from escape of the criminal or material
damage, which is arbitrarily valued at a loss of $50,000 through to the fatality of one
law enforcement officer. These estimates are subjective and may be able to be improved
with further analysis.
Delivery of Contraband to Prisons

The final drone-related risk modelled is the delivery of contraband to prisons. Contraband would typically be weapons, drugs, or mobile phones. When the drone reaches
the target delivery area it could land and wait for someone to detach the payload, or
with less risk of being discovered, the payload could be dropped from the drone using
a mechanism such as that described by Shelley and Jackson.101 The type of harm caused
depends on the contraband. Weapons could be used to harm, and potentially kill, ei-
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ther fellow inmates or guards. Drugs will likely allow drug addiction to be perpetuated,
increasing the likelihood of recidivism on release. Drugs may also contribute to prison
violence. Mobile phone use can range from benign activities such as communicating
with family, through to intimidation of individuals outside prison and arranging criminal activities. While straightforward to describe, these forms of harm are hard to value. This study separately estimates the cost of fatal and nonfatal harm. One event per
month is assumed that might result in a single fatality, but a low probability of success
is also assumed, so there is an estimated 1.2 fatal events per year. For non-fatal harm
the likely consequence ranges from an arbitrary minimum of zero through to $0.4m,
which is the approximate social cost of a single serious injury. Attempted drone deliveries could occur weekly at any given prison, so non-fatal harm is estimated to occur
daily across the prison network, but again with a low probability of success. Note that
contraband could also be delivered to other secure sites, such as airside at an airport,
but such a scenario seems less likely than delivery to a prison.
Mass Shooting

As a point of comparison, an estimate of the risk of a mass shooting event is given.
The low number of fatalities is taken from the typical threshold to count as a mass
shooting.102 In comparison, there were 14 fatalities in the Aramoana massacre,103 and 35
fatalities and 19 injured in the Port Arthur Massacre.104 The high number of fatalities is
taken from the Christchurch mosque shooting. No allowance is made for the increased
risk of retaliatory or copycat attacks following a mass shooting, nor for the cost of reductions in civil liberties that may follow from the desire of politicians to be seen to be
`doing something’.105
Results & Discussion
Table 3 presents the results of the qualitative risk analysis and the quantitative estimate
of the expected annual cost. Annual cost is calculated as the product of the per-event
cost and the relevant number of successful events per year from Table 2. As with the
number of threat events per year and the probability of success, a rectangular distribution for the per-event cost is assumed. As discussed earlier, the expected annual cost lies
below the mid-point of the annual cost range.
The total expected annual cost from all quantified drone threats is $15.3 million, which
is almost twice the expected annual cost of $8.5 million for a mass shooting. The
$15.3 million does not include the non-quantifiable threats of surveillance in areas of
commercial or national security sensitivity, delivery of electronic listening devices, and
surveillance prior to or during burglary. The $8.5 million also does not include the costs
of firearms crime other than a mass shooting.
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It is apparent that most drone threats have a relatively low expected annual cost, to
the extent that they can be quantified. Of the quantifiable risks, the largest cost is from
the delivery of contraband to prisons, with an aggregate expected annual cost of $10.0
million. Contraband deliveries that might result in a fatality due to a riot, stabbing,
or similar are assumed to occur monthly but with a low probability of success there
is less than one successful event per year and an expected annual cost of $2.7 million.
Contraband deliveries that result in other harm such as serious injuries (which could
potentially arise from drug-related harm) are assumed to be attempted daily but with a
low probability of success have an expected annual cost of $7.3m. If such deliveries were
only attempted weekly across the prison system then the expected annual cost reduces
from $7.3 million to $1.0 million. This in turn reduces the total expected annual cost
from all quantified drone threats to $9.1m, similar to that of a mass shooting.
Threats to aviation have an aggregate expected annual cost of $1.5 million, with the
largest component of that being disruption of flights. Disruption of flights is a result
of choices made to mitigate a perceived risk, but this analysis suggests that the perception might not be accurate. Since the start of 2014 there have only been two recorded
collisions between airliners and drones worldwide, with only superficial damage to the
airliner in both cases. While the low rate of collisions may be because aircraft have
been diverted or placed in holding patterns on a number of occasions, the parameter
estimates assumed in the current study result in a cost estimate from collisions that is
slightly exceeded by the cost of diversions.
IED, incendiary, and CBR attacks are the classic “terror” threats from drones, and in aggregate have an expected annual cost of $1.0m. These threats are thus marginally more
costly than disruption to air travel. However, the results also suggest that it might not
be necessary for a would-be terrorist to go to the trouble and effort of using explosives,
incendiaries, or chemical agents: given the assumed parameters, the expected annual
cost of a panic event is a similar order of magnitude at $1.1m. In aggregate, this potential to use drones for terror attacks or terror-inducing attacks has an aggregate expected
annual cost of $2.1m, some 44 percent higher than the aggregate cost of aviation-related
risks. New Zealand currently has no means of directly countering these threats.
Two other risks of significance are disruption to electric power supplies ($0.9m) and
creating a diversion to allow other direct action to occur ($0.8m). Disruption to power
supplies will always be a potential outcome, even with no intent. Just as the potential for
a car crashing into a power pole always remains as a potential “threat”, the potential for
a drone to accidentally crash into powerlines and cause an outage may also be a threat
that cannot be eliminated. The potential for a diversion is a more significant problem,
possibly resulting in increased likelihood of a criminal escaping, or injury or fatality to
law enforcement or other personnel.
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Table 3: Quantitative Risk Assessment.
Threat

Freq.

P
(Success)

Consequence

Cost per
Event

Risk (Expected
Annual Cost,
$m)

Aviation
Disruption of flights

monthly

medium aircraft in holding
pattern, diversions,
cancellations

0.1-0.3

0.9 [0.1-2.9]

Collision with aircraft causing
fatalities

decade

low

1-6 dead, destruction
of aircraft

4.7-31.2

0.2 [0.0-1.1]

Collision with aircraft causing
engine damage

annual

low

engine replacement;
delays from diversion
or return

2.7-5.2

0.4 [0.0-1.8]

Collision with aircraft causing
windscreen damage

annual

low

windscreen damage;
delays from diversion
or return

0.1-0.4

0.0 [0.0-0.1]

IED attack causing fatalities

decade

low

1-5 dead

4.4-22.1

0.1 [0.0-0.4]

IED attack causing injuries

decade

IED attack causing disruption

decade

Incendiary attack at mass
event

decade

CBR attack

decade

low

Disruption to electricity
supply

decade

high

Attack on oil & gas facility

decade

IED, Incendiary & CBR Attack
medium 1-10 injured

0.5-4.7

0.0 [0.0-0.2]

5.4-28.8

0.6 [0.0-2.2]

5.9-33.6

0.2 [0.0-1.0]

1-20 injured, 1-10
fatalities

4.9-53.6

0.0 [0.0-0.2]

power cuts, repair costs

1.0-27.5

0.9 [0.0-3.9]

medium oil/gas release; possible
fire; possible injures,
fatalities; repair costs

0.0-4.9

0.1 [0.0-0.4]

5.4-28.8

1.1 [0.1-4.0]

0.1-4.4

0.8 [0.0-3.9]

high

Same effect as panic
event

medium 1-10 injured from
incendiary, damage to
facilities, panic

Critical infrastructure

Other
Causing panic by dropping
inert or noise-maker devices
at a mass event

decade

Creating a diversion to
enable other direct action to
occur

annual

high

0-3.5 fatalities, 11.528.5 injured persons

medium Escape of criminals,
material damage, injury
to or fatality of law
enforcement officer

Delivery of contraband to
prison

monthly

low

Fatality of guard or
inmate

0.0-4.4

2.7 [0.0-18.6]

Delivery of contraband to
prison

daily

low

Serious injury or equivalent

0.0-0.4

7.3 [0.0-51.1]

Total all drone threats
Comparison: mass shooting

15.3 [0.2-91.9]
decade

high

5-51 deaths; 0-40
injuries

17.7-244.1

8.5 [0.2-34.2]
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Conclusion
Regulatory reforms recently proposed by MOT include measures such as mandatory
education, registration of drones, rule changes, as well as potential for geo-awareness
and remote identification of drones at a future time.106 However, unless remote identification is non-bypassable, registration and remote identification will do little to solve
the problem of errant drones, particularly for those individuals who are intentionally
misusing them. When remote identification is either absent or can be easily bypassed
then registration is only effective if it is possible to easily identify the drone operator
without registration.107 If the drone operator cannot be readily identified in the absence
of registration and remote identification, then there is a strong incentive to bypass any
registration scheme that is introduced. Furthermore, most significant costs estimated
in this analysis are associated with illegal activities. It is highly unlikely that individuals
deliberately embarking on illegal activity will choose to comply with regulations intended to make it easier to identify either them or their drones.
It seems likely, therefore, that the implementation of the MOT’s proposals will do little,
if anything, to reduce the risks estimated in this article. It is possible that the proposals
will be effective in reducing the risks to the aviation system and inadvertent disruptions
to power supplies, which have an aggregate expected annual cost of only $2.4 million.
The MOT notes that Australia incurred costs of NZ $7.7 million in a single year for its
registration and pilot accreditation system, whereas the United Kingdom incurred NZ
$4.4 million. Consequently, even if the proposals were 100% effective in preventing
these threats, the expected benefits of the MOT’s proposals will be significantly less
than the likely cost.
Thus, regardless of whether the MOT’s proposals are implemented, most of the threats
identified in Table 3 will continue to exist, and the expected annual costs of those
threats will remain unchanged. Of particular significance is the estimated $10 million
of expected annual cost from delivery of contraband to prisons. This suggests that the
Department of Corrections, which is responsible for New Zealand’s prisons, should be
empowered to take action to counter drones. Similarly, it seems highly unlikely that the
MOT’s proposals will do anything to stop terrorist activity and there is a need for major
events to be able to stop rogue drones. The potential for drones to be used to collect intelligence on high technology facilities also suggests that the operators of those facilities
should be empowered to take appropriate action to counter drones. The counter-drone
provisions proposed in the Civil Aviation Bill may potentially address these threats, but
that is outside the scope of this article.
The cost estimates in this article are likely to be lower bound estimates of the cost of
misuse of drones. First, some areas of cost have not been quantified, such as those associated with ISR, surveillance, and espionage. Second, the analysis focusses on security-related risks and therefore does not include broader costs such as trespass and priva-
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cy violations. In addition, some of the cost estimates are based on subjective estimates
- for example, the cost of harm of delivery of contraband to prisons - and would benefit
from a more detailed study in their own right.
On the basis of the estimates developed in this analysis, there is a clear need for entities
such as the Department of Corrections and major events providers to be able to take
appropriate action to counter drones. Conversely, it seems unlikely that the MOT’s
proposed policies will be effective in countering the most significant threats, and on
the basis of information presented by the MOT, those policies are likely to cost more
than the risk that they might avert. The results of this analysis suggest that, rather than
focussing on policies to address inadvertent misuse of drones by law-abiding drone
operators, there is a strong case to develop a strategy for countering the misuse of drones
by those engaged in illegal activities.
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